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January 2018 Welcome
Welcome to this latest edition
of our ‘Investor Insight’ which
provides high-level commentary
on the global markets and how
these might be affecting your
investments.

in association with:

We hope you find this useful.
Ken Rayner
Investment Director
RSMR

The global economy: What’s going on?
Goldilocks effect brings investors
good returns
A synchronised global economic recovery has
created a ‘Goldilocks effect’ for investors during
the last 12 months, whereby strong stock market
performances supported by benign monetary
policies and muted inflationary pressures, such
as wage rises, have smoothed the path for a
‘neither too hot, nor cold’ environment which
has provided investors with strong returns.

….a neither too hot nor
cold environment has provided
investors with strong returns
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The US bull market – where share prices rise –
became the longest in history in March 2017.
Long bull markets often cause concernFixed
but this
Interest
followed the global financial crisis and academic
UK Equities
research suggests such recoveries are more
International Equities
muted than usual economic expansions.
Alternatives

As it became clear that the US was not the only
source of global growth, dollar strength started
to fade, helping Latin America, and particularly
Asia, where currencies were able to appreciate
against the US dollar and ease economic policy to
support expansion.

Another factor aiding investor confidence has
been a lack of market volatility in most global
markets - in the autumn the US stock market was
the calmest since the 1960s.
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The asset classes – a quick update
EQUITIES

FIXED INTEREST

Although markets did not look cheap at the start
of 2017, the ‘Goldilocks effect’ saw gains continue
far longer than investors expected. Equities made
substantial gains. The MSCI World Index showed a
12% return for sterling investors with Chinese and
Asian investors benefiting by 25-35%.

The one area of negative return has been in
Western government debt, particularly US
treasury bills and UK gilts. As the two central
banks have increased interest rates this is not
surprising but it is unusual is that the overall fixed
interest returns have remained positive, especially
with regard to credit.

Even so, not all sectors, or stocks, rose – the best
returns were in selected sectors and regions. In the
US, the Nasdaq saw the strongest returns led by
the tech sector, and within that, the FAANG stocks
of Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google.
One of the most challenging aspects of today’s
markets is valuation. There is concern about
overvaluation in the US, while European and Asian
markets look more reasonable.
Meanwhile, in the UK, Brexit is harming the
economy and growth fell in 2017. Economists
differ on the UK’s 2018 outlook, depending on how
the Brexit negotiations progress.
Import prices rose due to the fall in sterling,
leaving the economy expanding at a quarterly rate
of only 0.5% and a likely rate of just 1.5% during
the whole of 2017.
The slowdown is led by a decline in consumer
spending – food prices rose at an annual 4.4%
rate – although this has not fallen as much as
feared due to increased borrowing which may be a
worrying factor in itself.

High yield debt and emerging market debt provided
the greatest returns in 2017 but both should be
viewed cautiously in 2018 because of factors
including Western market interest rate rises.
It seems unlikely that rates will rise quickly to more
than 3% before growth weakens. Most investment
managers are avoiding government debt and
investing selectively in credit and cash to build a
wide range of holdings.
Fixed interest assets should not be dismissed
because of the potential for tighter economic control
as they can provide a safer haven than many other
assets if stress returns to global markets.
Many managers have recently moved to a more
defensive stance in anticipation of a correction of
some kind.

PROPERTY
The property market remains relatively stable, in
spite of uncertainty about Brexit.
Values fell after the EU referendum with city offices
worst affected but they have recovered, and capital
values increased in 2017. Offices recorded a total
return of more than five per cent during the last six
months, including rents, which grew modestly.
Property remains a solid option for investors
seeking an income and for diversification but
concern remains about the speed and value of
transactions.

The annual return for the secondary market,
properties in poorer quality locations, compared
with prime properties, remains attractive but
individual property selection will remain crucial
and any downturn is likely to harm the secondary
market most.
The UK commercial property market will continue
to be influenced by the Brexit negotiations and
movement in sterling and returns will come more
from income than capital growth.

Global round-up
• If US economic expansion continues
in 2018 it will become the longest
on record.
• Second quarter 2017 GDP
data showed Spain growing at
its strongest pace in almost
two years.

• A UK Institute of Directors survey showed that
only 17 per cent of small and medium sized
businesses are pessimistic about 2018.
• Taiwan and South Korea have benefited from
earnings upgrades in the technology sector.
• Prospects for the Japanese economy and stock
market look good for 2018.

• Exports and investment have
led France to its strongest continuous
GDP expansion since 2011.
• The Netherlands has posted the fastest GDP
growth since the end of 2007.
• Energy costs have helped oil-importing Asian
economies, such as China.
• India continues to have huge potential and is
in a more stable political phase.
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...only 17% of
UK small and medium
sized businesses
are pessimistic
about 2018
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So, what’s next?

About

The ‘Goldilocks effect’ for equity markets is
likely to continue for at least the first few
months of 2018.

During 2017, global markets latched on to the
prospect of an extended synchronised economic
cycle, as opposed to one driven solely by the US.

There was wider agreement during 2017 that we
are in a long cycle of low inflation and there are
now many strategies and investment approaches
betting, in one form or another, on markets
remaining calm.

Investors should continue to see a positive
backdrop to equity markets but, at today’s
valuation levels, it would make sense to hold
some funds that offer the option of gains in a less
favourable environment.

While accurate information is hard to find, a large
amount of money may have to be moved very
quickly if significant volatility returns, threatening
the ‘Goldilocks effect’ with a sharp sudden market
setback. However, as long as global monetary
policy remains supportive and the economic
recovery continues, a significant equity markets
set back looks unlikely in the near future.

Unlike Goldilocks, there is no need for investors to
run screaming into the forest just yet!

Independent specialist research.
RSMR was formed in 2004 to meet a growing
demand from financial advisers for specialist
and impartial investment research.
The RSMR team is made up of individuals with
expertise from across all areas of the financial
industry – from asset management, strategy and
fund research through to business development,
strategic planning and market research.
We are best known within the financial industry
for our ‘R’ fund ratings – this rating is given to
investment funds that meet our stringent research

Investors should continue
to see a positive backdrop to
equity markets but it would
make sense to hold some funds
that offer the option of gains in
a less favourable environment

criteria. We don’t limit ourselves to just looking at
performance – we also look carefully at the people,
processes and capabilities that are required to
make effective investment decisions.
We work in partnership with your financial adviser,
providing the benefit of our broad industry insight
and rigorous research. This quarterly market
summary is designed as a ‘snapshot’ of the more
thorough and lengthy commentary that we provide
to your adviser on a quarterly basis.

OUR RESEARCH. YOUR SUCCESS.
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